
Best Vacuum for Tile Floors 

Everyone dreams of having a neat and clean home because an untidy home gives a bad impression and 

looks uninviting too. People do regular cleaning and for this purpose they use various different 

equipment and detergents. Cleaning floors is a difficult task, especially if you have kids at home. A good 

quality and advanced vacuum cleaner will help you clean your tile floors easily and will make sure that 

your floors are free from dirt, dust, hair, crumbs, and all types of debris. Tile floors are very delicate and 

they need to be cleaned very carefully and that’s the reason it is a bit difficult to choose vacuum 

cleaners for them. This post will help you choose the best vacuum for tile floors.  

Top 5 vacuum cleaners for tile floors: 

1. Bissel PowerEdge Pet Hard Floor Corded Vacuum, 81L2A: 
The Bissel PowerEdge Pet Hard Floor vacuum has a very minimalistic design and it offers excellent 

cleaning for tile floors. It has a V-shape design which looks unique and helps the user to collect more dirt 

in one go. Because of the V-shaped nozzle, it gets easier to cover more dirty area and the smooth swivel 

motion provides easy cleaning. This Bissel vacuum cleaner is actually a stick vacuum which is very 

lightweight and portable, and is best suited for tile floors. It can also clean around the furniture and 

corners in a room because of its swivel head. 

Features: 
 It uses an advanced suction technology for sucking fine and large dirt particles. 

 It has a swivel head which helps in cleaning various corners and sections of home. 

 The wiper is made of rubber material which attracts hair.  

 It has superior vacuuming capabilities which can clean the tile floors and low pile rugs. 

 The dirt cup is very easy to empty. 

 The V-shaped design makes cleaning easier. 

 It is a bag-less vacuum which uses a cyclonic technology for cleaning. 

 It has a 20 feet long cord which can reach far places.  

2. Hoover Hardwood Floor Cleaner FH40010B: 
The Hoover Hardwood Floor Cleaner is designed to fulfill all the cleaning needs of a home owner. It is 

equipped with a dual tank technology and spin scrub brushes to provide efficient cleaning. Hoover home 

appliances are quite popular among people because of their durability and reliability. This vacuum 

cleaner is designed to handle two different cleaning issues at once. It allows you to clean your tile floors 

and wash them too after all the dirt and debris has been removed. It is a two in one vacuum cleaner that 

offers convenient cleaning of tile floors. 



Features: 
 It has two separate tanks for clean water and dirty water. The clean water tank has a capacity of 

32 gallons. 

 The tank is large enough and doesn’t need refilling. 

 It has a 27 feet long cord which is long enough to reach distant places. 

 It is 17 lbs in weight. 

 It is equipped with a HEPA filter that allows it to collect pet hair and dust. 

 It has a height adjustment technology that allows is to reach all the corners.  

 It has an ergonomic design and the handle can bend too.  

 There are 3 settings which can be accessed using the dial. The three settings are for vacuuming, 

washing, and drying. 

3. Dyson DC33 Multi-floor Upright Bagless Vacuum Cleaner: 
If you have never tried Dyson products before, it’s time to try them this time. The Dyson Multi-floor 

upright bagless vacuum cleaner is a very popular one and it is used to clear different types of floors. So 

no matter which type of floor you have, this vacuum cleaner will be the right choice for you. It uses a 

cyclonic technology with powerful suction to clean dust and dirt from the floors. It is equipped with a 

long lasting filter that is washable, and there is no need to replace it either. It is a versatile vacuum 

cleaner which can pick all type of debris from the tile floors. 

Features: 
 It is equipped with a Radiant root cyclone technology that traps the dust particles easily.  

 It uses ball technology which makes it easier to steer on the floor smoothly. 

 It has a 42 feet long card for easy use. 

 The cleaner head is equipped with a self-adjustment feature. 

 It has washable HEPA filters that capture allergens and keep the air clean. 

 The clean bin is transparent and easy to empty. 

 It comes with a telescopic reach wand that can extend up to 15.8 feet.  

4. VonHaus 600W 2 in 1 Corded Upright vacuum cleaner: 
People mostly love lightweight and compact vacuums because heavier and large models are long gone. 

Portable vacuum cleaners are very user-friendly and they can be stored anywhere too. This upright 

vacuum cleaner is perfect for your tiled floor as it is equipped with appealing features for cleaning. It has 

a V-shape and is a stick vacuum cleaner which is very lightweight and portable. It has an innovative 

design and is very affordable too. It can easily clean the tiled floors and pick up all the dirt and fine 

particles. 

Features: 
 It has a built-in HEPA filter that traps dust and harmful particles and keeps the air cleans. 

 It is equipped with a quick-release cord wrap that makes the vacuum very user-friendly.  



 It is very lightweight and portable because of the stick-design. 

 It has a telescopic wand that allows height adjustment. 

 The dust container has a good capacity, that is 1.3 liter. 

5. Eureka Mighty Mite Corded Canister Vacuum: 
The Eureka Mighty Mite Vacuum Cleaner is perfect for suction on tiled floors. It is equipped with a 

powerful motor and is overall very easy to use. Though it is a bit expensive, it is equipped with amazing 

features for floor cleaning. It is very durable and there is no chance of it getting damaged or breaking 

due to accidents. It offers an efficient suction method and the dust bag provided is also very easy to 

empty. The long cord allows the user to cover larger areas without changing sockets or outlets. 

Features: 
 It is equipped with a powerful motor of 12 amp which provides deep cleaning. 

 It is very lightweight as it weighs 9 lbs only. 

 It has powerful brush rolls which are perfect for tiled floors and bare floors. 

 The dust bag is very easy to empty. 

 There are multi-surface cleaning tools such as crevice tool, upholstery nozzle, and bare floor 

nozzle. 

 It has a 20 feet long cord for easy cleaning. 

 It can pick up dust and pet hair from floor easily. 

Verdict: 
If you’re worried about cleaning your tiled floors, you must try one of these best vacuums for tiled 

floors. These vacuums are very compact and portable and are equipped with advanced features for 

cleaning the tiled floors. We know that your home requires thorough cleaning and for that only an 

advanced and top-notch vacuum cleaner is needed. The best vacuum for tile floors reviewed in this post 

are all from well-known brands and thus are very reliable. 


